respected sir

We are from Slylandro power private limited (2.45 MW) plant situated in backward area at Kakarla village, Marripudi mandalam, Prakasam District.

Now we are submitting our appeal against OP No. 02 of 2020 to you and favourable consideration and justice as attachment.
TO,

THE HONOURABLE CHAIRMAN
A P E R C.
SINGARENI BHAVAN
HYDERABAD.

Sub: Response to public hearing on OP NO. 02 of 2020 - Amendment to APERC (Terms and conditions Of open Access) Regulations,2005 Regulation NO 2 of 2005.

Respected sir,

Slylandro power private limited was formed on 28-10-2014 two directors-Retired(69 & 72 Years ) government employees.

In 2016 we started for Solar Energy Project (Open Access-Third party sales) and project was delayed so much(Due to abnormal delays by Banks loans, demonetization ) and finally Plant was Synchronized-1MW on 13-11-2018 and 1.45 MW on 18-6-2018.

We have first entered into PPA With NRI MED COLLEGE, (HT CAT - II Consumer) , but APSPDCL has not given permission for 06 months, without giving any response (unofficially blocking supplying power to HT CAT II Consumer ). As we are very small business men, not able to pay EMI to bank, we started supplying power to HT Category 1 Consumer and just pulling-on hand to mouth and at times paying a little money from our Pension the rate of interest of 11.45% PA. The repayment period for the project is 11 years. We are enclosing the repayment schedule for your reference.

#42-1-48, Thurpu Kammapalem, Near Ramalayam, Ongole - 523 001
Contact No. +91 97049 98600, Slylandro Power Pvt. Ltd.,
Cell No : +91 94401 02916, directors@slylandro.com
CIN No. U40102AP2014PTC095531
We want to bring to your notice that Amendments proposed in the OP.NO:02 of 2020, ie, Amendment: to APERC (Terms and conditions of open Access) Regulation 2005. Regulation No: 2 of 2005 are totally unwarranted and would compel/force existing solar power plants to become NPA and go bankrupt.

APTRANSCO and DISCOMS are removing benefits given under AP solar policy 2015, even for the project commissioned under this policy. Recently we came to know that Indian Oil Corporation Limited (Project commissioned under AP Solar power policy 2015) were imposed wheeling charges, Transmission charges. They are many other companies which were forced to accept the conditions as per new policy. This is completely unjustified.

We Pray The Honourable chairman, APERC that, if at all this regulation has to be implemented, it should be applicable to new projects commissioned under AP Solar Policy 2019 and not under AP Solar Power Policy 2015. The projects commissioned under Ap Solar Power Policy 2015 should be continued with all the benefits for the operative period of the Policy. All our investment, financial calculations, payback period is just based on the Policy.

Thanking you Sir,

Yours Faithfully,

For Slyandro Power Private Limited

K. Prasada Rao
Director